We study the one-machine scheduling problem with release dates and we look at several objective functions including total (weighted) tardiness and total (weighted) completion time. We describe dominance rules for these criteria, as well as techniques for using these dominance rules to build heuristic solutions. We use them to improve certain well-known greedy heuristic algorithms from the literature. Finally, we introduce a Tabu Search method with a neighborhood based on our dominance rules. Experiments show the effectiveness of our techniques in obtaining very good solutions for all studied criteria.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the situation where n jobs J 1 , . . . , J n have to be scheduled for processing on a single machine and where the objective is to minimize total (weighted) tardiness or total (weighted) completion time. Associated with each job J i is a release date r i , a processing time p i , a due date d i and a weight w i . A job cannot start before its release date, preemption is not allowed, and at most one job at a time can be scheduled on the machine. The tardiness of job J i is defined as T i = max ({0, C i − d i }, where C i is the completion time of J i . The problem is to find a feasible schedule with minimum total (weighted) tardiness (w i )T i or with minimum total (weighted) completion time (w i )C i . These problems are denoted as 1|r i | w i T i , 1|r i | T i , 1|r i | w i C i and 1|r i | C i .
Several Branch and Bound procedures have been described in the literature to solve these problems [1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 18] . To our knowledge, the best results are obtained for all the above mentionned criteria by Baptiste, Carlier and Jouglet [4, 18] . All these problems are known to be NP-hard in the strong sense [21] . It is therefore preferable to use heuristics for large-scale problems, given that heuristics provide a reasonably good schedule with reasonable computing effort. Moreover, heuristics provide good upper bounds which can be used in Branch and Bound procedures to reduce the search tree. For total tardiness and total completion time, Chu and Portmann have described several heuristics which rely on local dominance properties [11, 10] . For total weighted tardiness, Akturk and Ozdemir [2] have also described a sufficient condition for local optimality which can improve heuristics. Some other heuristics from the literature can easily be adapted to the studied problems [19] . A large number of these heuristics are greedy algorithms: at each iteration, an unscheduled job is chosen in conformity with some priority rule (see for instance [11, 10, 23, 20] ) and is added to a partial sequence of scheduled jobs. The heuristic stops when all jobs are scheduled. Other more sophisticated polynomial methods have been proposed [6, 7, 14] . Among them, the powerful Recovering Beam Search procedure proposed by Della Croce and T'Kindt [14] provides excellent results for the total completion time criterion.
In this paper we describe several heuristic methods relying on the use of dominance rules and other techniques. In Section 2, we describe some original dominance rules which are used in our methods. In Section 3, we recall some well known heuristics from the literature, and we propose two algorithms based on our dominance rules, which allow us to improve drastically the results of these heuristics. Moreover, we propose a new priority rule "CPRTWT" (Combined Priority Rule for Total Weighted Tardiness), based on local dominance properties, which can be used in the heuristics referred to above. Next, in Section 4 we describe a Tabu Search method with a new neighborhood which makes use of our dominance rules. We also describe some other efficient techniques, which allow us to improve the behavior of the Tabu Search method. Finally, we report some experimental results (Section 5) which show the effectiveness of all our methods in obtaining very good solutions to all the studied problems.
Hereafter, in order to simplify the presentation, we focus solely on the total weighted tardiness criterion. Note that all our results are also valid for all other criteria.
Dominance Rules
In this section we describe some dominance rules to be used in subsequent sections in order to improve the solutions built by heuristic methods.
Local Dominance Properties
We first describe local dominance properties and we define dominant subsets of schedules.
In an active schedule, no job can be completed earlier without delaying another job. An objective function which is non-decreasing with respect to all completion times is regular. Active schedules are dominant for regular criteria [3, 13] .
Following Chu and Portmann [11, 10] , we provide a necessary and sufficient condition for local optimality. By "local optimality" Chu means the optimality of the sequence of two adjacent jobs in a given schedule (taking into account neither following nor preceding jobs). Suppose that we have to schedule two jobs J j and J k on a machine available at time t. Let WT jk (t) be the sum of the weighted tardiness of jobs J j and J k obtained by scheduling J j before J k at time t, i.e., WT jk (t) = w j max {0, max{r j , t}} + p j − d j } + w k max {0, max{max{r j , t} + p j , max{r k , t}} + p k − d k }. Proposition 1. Consider two jobs J j and J k which have to be scheduled on a machine available at time t. Scheduling J j before J k is locally optimal if and only if WT jk (t) − WT kj (t) ≤ 0.
Relying on this condition, we then define a dominant subset of schedules. Let ∆ j (S) be the completion time of the job immediately preceding job J j in a schedule S. If J j is the first job of the schedule S, then ∆ j (S) = −∞. Definition 1. An active schedule S is said to be LO-Active (a Locally Optimal Active Schedule) if and only if for any couple of consecutive jobs J j and J k one of the following conditions is met
• (1) max{r j , ∆ j (S)} < max{r k , ∆ j (S)},
According to the previous definition, Proposition 1 leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2. All optimal active schedules of the total weighted tardiness one-machine problem are LO-Active.
Proof. Assume that there exists an optimal active schedule S which is not LO-Active. There is at least one pair of adjacent jobs J j and J k (J j followed by J k ) such that WT jk (∆ j (S)) − WT kj (∆ j (S)) > 0 and max{r j , ∆ j } ≥ max{r k , ∆ j }. We construct another schedule S by interchanging J j and J k without moving any other job. This interchange does not delay jobs after J k since max{r k , ∆ j } ≤ max{r j , ∆ j }. Only the tardiness of jobs J j and J k are changed. It is then clear that WT (S) − WT (S ) = WT jk (t) − WT kj (t) > 0. Hence, interchanging jobs J j and J k decreases strictly the total weighted tardiness and then S is strictly better than S. This contradicts the assumption that S is an optimal schedule. Not all LO-Active schedules are optimal and it is possible to remove some schedules which are dominated from the set of LO-Active schedules. We now remove schedules S in which there are useless idle time periods, i.e., in which there are two consecutive jobs J j and J k such that WT jk (∆ j (S)) − WT kj (∆ j (S)) = 0 and max{r j , ∆ j (S)} > max{r k , ∆ j (S)}. Definition 2. An active schedule S is said to be LOWS-Active (Locally Optimal Well Sorted Active Schedule) if and only if for any couple of consecutive jobs J j and J k one of the following conditions is met
According to the previous definition, we establish the following proposition.
Proposition 3. The subset of the LOWS-Active schedules is dominant for the one machine total weighted tardiness problem.
Proof. Consider an optimal schedule S which is not LOWS-Active. There is at least one pair of adjacent jobs J j and J k (J j followed by J k ) for which none of the three conditions of a LOWS-Active schedule is satisfied. Condition (1) 
We construct another schedule S by interchanging J j and J k without moving any other job. This interchange does not delay the jobs after J k since we have max{r k , ∆ j } ≤ max{r j , ∆ j }. Only the tardiness of jobs J j and J k are changed. It is therefore clear that WT (S) − WT (S ) = WT jk (t) − WT kj (t) ≥ 0. Hence, interchanging jobs J j and J k does not increase total weighted tardiness. We can iterate this process until we obtain a LOWS-Active schedule.
Note that this dominance rule dominates the dominance properties described by Akturk and Ozdemir [2] , and Chu [11, 10] .
"Better" Sequence
In this section we introduce the notion of "better" sequence, which allows us to compare two partial sequences σ 1 and σ 2 of the same set of jobs (i.e., σ 1 is a permutation of σ 2 ). Informally speaking, we say that a sequence σ 1 is "better" than a sequence σ 2 if σ 2 can be replaced advantageously by σ 1 in any feasible schedule which starts with the sequence σ 2 . σ 2 is then dominated by σ 1 . Let OJ be the set of jobs which do not belong to σ 1 . Note that
Consider any feasible schedule S starting with sequence σ 2 . Now, let us examine under what conditions sequence σ 1 is "as good as" sequence σ 2 , i.e., under what conditions it is possible to replace sequence σ 2 by sequence σ 1 in any feasible schedule S.
• If C max (σ 1 ) ≤ C max (σ 2 ) and WT (σ 1 ) ≤ WT (σ 2 ), then we can replace σ 2 by σ 1 in any feasible schedule S starting with the sequence σ 2 . Consequently, sequence σ 1 is at least "as good as" sequence σ 2 .
• Now, assume that C max (σ 1 ) > C max (σ 2 ). Let r min = min {J l ∈OJ } {r l } be the smallest release date of jobs belonging to set OJ . If we replace σ 2 by σ 1 in a feasible schedule, all jobs in OJ have to be shifted by at most max{C max (σ 1 ), r min } − max{C max (σ 2 ), r min } time units. So, the additional cost for jobs in OJ is at most (max{C max (σ 1 ), r min } − max{C max (σ 2 ), r min }) {J l ∈OJ } w l . Hence, sequence σ 1 is at least "as good as" sequence σ 2 if we have
Note that if C max (σ 1 ) = C max (σ 2 ) and WT (σ 1 ) = WT (σ 2 ), then σ 1 is equivalent to σ 2 , and we can break ties by following the lexicographic order with respect to vectors of job indices. We can now define the notion of "better" sequence: Definition 3. A sequence σ 1 is "better" than a sequence σ 2 if σ 1 is at least "as good as" σ 2 and if either (1) σ 2 is not at least "as good as" σ 1 or (2) if σ 1 is lexicographically smaller than σ 2 .
We have shown in [18] that this dominance rule is very effective in improving Branchand-Bound algorithms. The second case of the dominance rule does not appear very often in comparison with the first case. For total (weighted) tardiness, the considered upper bound of the additional cost for the delayed jobs of OJ (i.e., (max{C max (σ 1 ), r min } − max{C max (σ 2 ), r min }) {J l ∈OJ } w l ) is often loose. Nevertheless, the second case appears much more often for total (weighted) completion time, where this upper bound is tight.
Greedy Heuristic Algorithms

Building a Solution: Heuristic Frameworks
In this section we recall several heuristics in the literature for related problems. We have adapted them for total weighted tardiness. The first four algorithms ("EST", "HP", "IT' and "GL") are greedy. At each iteration we assume that the machine is available at some time t and we schedule a job in the set NS of unscheduled jobs (NS is initialized with the complete set of jobs). The heuristic stops when all jobs are scheduled, i.e., when set NS is empty (see Algorithm 1). In each algorithm J [i] is the job scheduled in the i th position. The other two algorithms (LA and RBS) can also be seen as "sophisticated" greedy algorithms. Recall that the set of active jobs is dominant for all the studied problems (see Algorithm 1 Greedy Algorithm: build a sequence σ = (J [1] , . . . , J [n] ).
end while Section 2.1). Let NS be the set of unscheduled jobs which lead to an active schedule. At each iteration of the algorithms, NS is obtained from NS by removing jobs J k such that r k ≥ min {J i ∈NS } {max{t, r i } + p i }. All the following algorithms use some priority rules which are described at the end of the section.
• Algorithm EST (Earliest Start Time) builds non-delay schedules [3] ,i.e.schedules in which the machine can not kept idle if there is a job available for processing: at each iteration the job which can be processed the earliest is chosen from set NS . Ties are broken with a priority rule. Note that this algorithm builds active schedules in all cases, since it builds non-delay schedules.
• Algorithm HP (Highest Priority) works as follows: At each iteration, a job J x with maximum priority among those in NS is chosen (if jobs have the same priority, the one is chosen which can be scheduled the earliest).
• Algorithm IT (Insertion Technique) [9] . At each iteration, a job J x is chosen from NS and scheduled. The job with the highest priority is chosen. We break ties by choosing the job which can be scheduled the earliest. Unlike the other heuristic algorithms, IT can schedule a job which does not lead to an active schedule. We then verify if there are some unscheduled jobs which can be completed before the beginning of J x . If there are such jobs, the one which can be processed the earliest is scheduled, with the priority rule used to break ties. This procedure continues until there is no unscheduled job which can be completed before the beginning of J x . Note that the insertion technique yields an active schedule.
• Algorithm GL (Gain -Loss) is a generalization of an algorithm by Chu [8, 10] which was initially described for the total completion time criterion. Two jobs J α and J β are chosen among unscheduled jobs. Job J α is chosen from among all unscheduled jobs (set NS ) using a priority rule. Job J β is chosen using a priority rule from among jobs which are available at time t. If we schedule job J β at time t we will eliminate avoidable idle time on the machine. With job J α scheduled at time t the schedule may be locally optimal if WT βα (t) − WT αβ (t) ≥ 0. If we schedule job J α before job J β , we may obtain a gain WT βα (t) − WT αβ (t), but we create an idle time of max{t, r α } − t. The gain and the loss entailed by scheduling job J α is then evaluated. If the gain is at least as large as the loss, we schedule J α ; otherwise J β is scheduled.
• Algorithm LA (Look-Ahead) is a local search technique by Kanet and Zhou [19] . It defines the alternative courses of action at each decision point by evaluating the consequences of each alternative according to a given criterion and choosing the best alternative. In Algorithm LA, we compute all sequences obtained by putting one of the unscheduled jobs in NS first and ordering the remaining jobs using a heuristic algorithm (for example EST or HP). After computing the total weighted tardiness of each sequence whith a job scheduled first, we choose the scenario with the minimum total weighted tardiness. Note that this algorithm requires a large amount of CPU time.
• Algorithm RBS (Recovering Beam Search). It has been described by Della Croce and T'Kindt [14] for the total completion time criterion. Since this method is strongly based on dominance properties valid only for the total completion time criterion, we have not generalized it for the other criteria. In this method, at each iteration, the set NS of unscheduled jobs is filtered using a technique based on dominance properties. Let NS be this filtered set. For each job J i ∈ NS , like in algorithm LA, an evaluation of the cost corresponding to the case, in which J i is scheduled first after the partial sequence of scheduled jobs, is computed. The difference with respect to LA is that the evaluation is done using a linear combination of lower and upper bounds. The lower bound LB is computed using the SRPT (Shortest Remaining Processing Time) rule on NS /{J i }. The upper bound U B is computed using a technique using both greedy algorithms HP and GL (with the priority rule PRTF, see Section 3.1) and a filtering method based on the SRPT schedule computed for LB . A value V = (1 − ϕ)LB + ϕUB is computed. At each iteration, the job J x with the smallest value V is chosen to be scheduled. At the end of each iteration, a recovering step based on an insertion technique is then used to improve the partial schedule. We refer the reader to [14] for more details about this method.
Priority Rules
with c jl (t) = 1 if WT jl (t) − WT lj (t) ≤ 0, and c jl (t) = 0 otherwise.
Weighted Shortest Processing Time
Priority Rule for Total Tardiness
Priority Rule for Total Flow Time Table 1 : Priority Rules for the total cost problems.
We now present some priority rules which can be used with heuristics (see Table 1 ). Let t be the time at which the machine is available and let NS be the set of unscheduled jobs at time t.
The apparent tardiness cost ATC and the COVERT priority rules [23] are priority rules which combine the Weighted Shortest Processing Time rule and the Minimum Slack rules. They trade off job urgency (slack) against machine utilization. In the X-RM rule, Morton and Ramnath [20] modify the ATC rule to allow heuristic algorithms to insert idle times. A priority correction is made to reduce the priority of late-arriving critical jobs. The PRTT and the PRTF priority rules have been described by Chu [11, 10] , for the total tardiness and the total completion time criteria, respectively. These powerful priority rules were derived from local dominance properties. Note that all the previous priority rules are computed in 0(1) time for each job and, choosing the best job according to one of these priority rules among n jobs has a cost of 0(n) times.
We now define a new priority rule CPRTWT (Combined Priority Rule for Total Weighted Tardiness) which uses the local dominance properties. For two jobs J j and J l , let c jl (t) be a cost which is equal to 1 if WT jl (t) − WT lj (t) ≤ 0, and to 0 otherwise. We define the priority rule CPRTWT as follows: at time t, we choose a job with the maximum value J l ∈NS c jl (t). Note that this priority rule has the great advantage of being valid and applicable to all the studied criteria. Note also that the CPRTWT priority rule is equivalent to the PRTT and the PRTF priority rules when it is used respectively for the total tardiness and the total completion time problem. Indeed, it is easy to prove that in these cases a job chosen with the CPRTWT priority rule is identical to that chosen by the PRTT or the PRTF priority rule. Nevertheless, this new priority rule suffers from the fact that if i jobs have to be compared, then choosing the best job according to the CPRTWT priority rule costs O(n 2 ). Fortunately, experimental results (see Section 5) show that the CPRTWT priority rule gives very good results compared with the other priority rules (except for PRTT and PRTF, which are equivalent).
Improving a Solution
In this section we describe two procedures which use our dominance rules (see Section 2) and are capable of drastically improving the quality of sequences built using the heuristic algorithms described in the previous section. From now on, let σ = (J [1] , . . . , J [y] ) be a partial sequence of y scheduled jobs obtained by one of the greedy heuristic algorithms.
interchange
A first improving algorithm allows us to make the partial sequence σ LOWS-Active (see Section 2.1) on the last two jobs, possibly by interchanging these jobs (see Algorithm 2). In line 2 we check whether the conditions for a LOWS-Active schedule are met regarding the last two jobs of the partial sequence. If not, these last two jobs are interchanged (line 3). Note that this algorithm runs in O (1) . From now on, we refer to this algorithm as "MakeLOWSActive".
Algorithm 3 -MakeBetter((J [1] , . . . , J [y] )). Improve sequence (J [1] , . . . , J [y] ) with insertions and interchanges.
1:
3:
for i = x + 1 to y − 1 do 8:
9:
end for 11:
12:
replace (J [1] , . . . , J [y] ) by S, x ← x − 1 16: end while A second improving algorithm involves searching a "better" (see Section 2.2) sequence than σ (see Algorithm 3). To this end, in lines 3 − 11, we enumerate the permutations that are obtained from σ by inserting the last job J [y] somewhere inside σ, or by interchanging J [y] with another job in σ. Let (J {1} , . . . , J {y} ) be the sequence obtained by such an insertion and let J {i} be the job in ith position in this sequence. In addition, let (J (1) , . . . J (y) ) be the sequence obtained by such an interchange and let J (i) be the job in ith position in this sequence.
If a "better" sequence is found as a result of the above interchanges or insertions, the current partial sequence σ is replaced by this better sequence (see lines 12 − 15). Since there are O(|σ|) such permutations of σ, and since the comparison of two sequences can be done in a linear time, the algorithm runs in O(|σ| 2 ). To improve the quality of permutations built during the execution of the algorithm, we try to ensure that local optimality holds between each pair of adjacent jobs: during the construction of a sequence, two adjacent jobs can be interchanged to obtain LOWS-Active schedules by using the first improving algorithm. Note that this method does not lead necessarily to LOWS-Active schedules. From now on, we refer to this algorithm as "MakeBetter".
Either of these two improving algorithms may easily be included in the heuristic al-gorithms described in Section 3.1. We can use one of these at each iteration by adding it to the end of line 4 of Algorithm 1. Moreover, in the heuristics LA and RBS, these two improving algorithms can be used to perform the evaluations (Algorithms HP and GL with the PRTF priority rule for the heuristic RBS, and algorithms EST, HP, IT or GL with any priority rules for LA).
Recall that the time complexities of priority rules are not all the same. Computing priority CPRTWT for a job requires O(|NS |) time, whereas priority rules ATC, X-RM and COVERT take O(1) time. Moreover, improving algorithms do not have the same complexity. Hence, the complexities of heuristic algorithms depend on both the improving algorithm and the priority rule used. For instance, Algorithms EST, HP and IT, used with priority rules ATC, X-RM and COVERT, run in O(n 2 ) time if they are used either with no improving algorithm or with MakeLOWSActive. They run in O(n 3 ) time if they are used with MakeBetter. Experimental results, which show the effectiveness of these two algorithms in improving the solutions built by the greedy algorithms, are provided in Section 5.
Tabu Search Method
In this section we describe a Tabu Search method which allows us to build good solutions for total cost problems. The components of our method are described in Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. We describe how these components are used in our method in Section 4.5. Note that this method can be greatly enhanced by techniques from the literature specific to the Tabu Search. Here, we wish simply to show that our techniques can be very useful for these kinds of problems.
Tabu Search [15, 16] is a neighborhood search algorithm which starts with a feasible solution S and tries to improve it iteratively. The improving solution S is found in some neighborhood of S. To be efficient, a neighborhood search algorithm has to avoid cycles. The classical technique used in the Tabu Search method is to keep a list L of the latest solutions (or of the latest moves). If a solution (or a move) is in L, it is tabu (i.e., forbidden), and it is not investigated until a given number of iterations has been performed. Below we shall describe a variant of this approach which seems more adequate for the total weighted tardiness problem.
A solution is a sequence of jobs σ. The schedule S associated with σ is obtained by scheduling the jobs as early as possible according to the sequence. From now on, let σ(S) be the sequence associated with the schedule S. As a cost function we use the total weighted tardiness WT (S) of schedule S.
Tabu List
We performed a large number of experiments in order to find a technique which avoids as many cycles as possible. One difficulty, inherent to the total (weighted) tardiness problem, is that a lot of solutions are equivalent. In particular, a typical solution is composed of partial sequences of on-time jobs which can be exchanged under feasibility constraints to obtain solutions with exactly the same cost. This is also true for sequences of tardy jobs. Consequently, we may need to explore a lot of equivalent solutions. Moreover, it is very easy to cycle even where we forbid the last moves or the last solutions. Our objective is to limit such explorations.
To deal with these issues, we propose the following approach. Instead of storing the last moves or the last solutions, we store the last values of the total cost obtained in the last visited solutions. From now on, a solution is "tabu" if its total cost belongs to the Tabu list. Our experiments show that the list needs to be large in order to be efficient.
Neighborhood
An insertion neighborhood is used. A schedule S is a neighbor of the current solution S if the sequence σ(S ) can be obtained from σ(S) by a single insertion of a job at some earlier position. To converge quickly to active schedules (which are dominant for this problem), we avoid insertions of a job J i in a position j if its release date r i is greater than or equal to the completion time of the job in position j in σ(S).
Since the size of the complete neighborhood is O(n 2 ), and since a sequence is evaluated in linear time, visiting the entire neighborhood requires 0(n 3 ). The best solution S is chosen from among the non-tabu solutions.
Sequence S may have a cost greater than that of S. If the cost function was previously decreasing, we are in a local optimum (according to the neighborhood used), in which case we shall use the intensification described in the next section. Conversely, if the cost function was previously increasing, the move is accepted.
Intensification
We can view the intensification as a larger neighborhood. In this section we describe an intensification method derived from our local dominance rules. This intensification is based on a kind of dynasearch technique (see [12] ). While traditional local search algorithms make a single move at each iteration, dynasearch allows a series of "independent" moves to be performed.
First, we describe in Section 4.3.1 an extended neighborhood relying on the dominance rules described in Section 2.1. In Section 4.3.2 we analyze the consequences of a move on an initial sequence. To make use of all the performed computations, we define in Section 4.3.3 the notion of "compatibility" between several moves, which is an adaptation of the notion of "independence" [12] . In Section 4.3.4 we then propose a Dynasearch technique involving several compatible moves at each iteration, and present a O(n 3 ) time algorithm which allows us to find the best combination of compatible moves according to the computations which have been made.
Elementary Improved Moves Using Local Dominance Rules
In this section we enlarge the neighborhood of Section 4.2 and we use dominance rules described in Section 2.1.
All the sequences obtained by inserting a job in another position, or by the interchanging of two jobs, are now investigated. Recall that the subset of the LOWS-Active schedules has been proved to be dominant for the one-machine total (weighted) tardiness problem (Section 2). In order to obtain better sequences, whenever we build a new sequence, we try to obtain LOWS-Active schedules. Consider a partial current sequence during the building of a new sequence. Each time we add a job to this partial sequence, we shall possibly interchange the two last jobs to make the partial sequence LOWS-Active on the two last jobs, using the MakeLOWSActive algorithm (see Section
Consequences of Improving Moves
Let us now analyze the consequences of an improving move on a schedule. Let J [i] be the job at the i th position in a schedule S and let σ(S) = (J [1] , . . . , J [n] ) be the initial sequence corresponding to schedule S. Suppose that i < k, and let M i,k be one of the following three improving moves: (1) an interchange between the two jobs
be the schedule which is obtained after the execution of move M i,k on schedule S, and let σ(M i,k (S)) = (J {1} , . . . , J {n} ) be the sequence corresponding to the schedule M i,k (S). Additionally, let G i,k (S) be the gain with respect to the total cost of schedule S obtained by move
Note that jobs {J [1] , . . . , J 
(S) will be positive, since by hypothesis the move is an improving move.
Compatibility between two moves
We now define the notion of "compatibility" between two moves, which is an adaptation to our problem of the concept of "independence" described by [12] .
Let M i,k et M j,l be two elementary moves which allow us to improve a schedule S (i.e., G i,k (S) ≥ 0 and G j,l (S) ≥ 0). Informally, we say that M i,k is compatible with M j,l when we are sure that they can be both performed on the schedule, i.e., the consequences of the first move do not impact on the second.
A first condition for the compatibility of moves M i,k and M j,l is that the two moves are "independent" ( [12] ), i.e., k < j or l < i. If this condition does not hold, the gain from one move can disturb the other. Suppose now that M i,k and M j,l are two independent moves. Without loss of generality, suppose that k < j (i.e., M i,k is further to the left than M j,l ). Note that if we have C [k] > C {k} , the jobs on the right of the position k in S are delayed, i.e., the move M i,k disturbs the move M j,l . It follows that a second condition for the compatibility of moves M i,k and M j,l is that C [k] ≤ C {k} , and we must avoid any move of jobs on the right of the position k if we perform move M i,k accompanied by move M j,l .
In this case the gain to be taken into account is the partial gain P G [i,k] (S) and not the global gain G i,k (S). It is clear that a move M i,k such that P G [i,k] (S) < 0 is not considered as an improving move for S if it is accompanied by move M j,l . Nevertheless, note that M j,l can be an improving move
We can now define compatibility between two jobs: Definition 4. Let S be a schedule and let M i,k and M j,l be two improving and independent moves for S such that we have k < j and P G [ 
This notion of "compatibility" can be generalized to a combination of more than two independent moves. By extension of the above, for each move M i,k other than the rightmost move in the schedule, we cannot delay jobs after index k.
Definition 5. Let E = {M i 1 ,k 1 . . . , M ix,kx } be a set of x elementary improving and independent moves such that k 1 < i 2 , k 2 < i 3 , . . ., k x−1 < i x . The set E is a combination of compatible moves if for all j < x, we have
Finding the Best Combination of Improving Compatible Moves
The method described in [12] allows the authors to find the "best" combination of "independent" moves. Nevertheless, the notion of "compatibility", which is adapted to the problem with release dates in which one move can disturb a subsequent one (see previous section), does not allow us to find easily the best combination of "compatible" moves. That is why we refer only to a Dynasearch technique [12] which allows us to find a "good" combination of elementary compatible moves.
To this end we build the following valued graph G. Two vertices s and p are built. For each possible improving move M i,k , we build a vertex M For any path in G from vertex s to vertex p corresponds a combination of compatible moves belonging to the path. Moreover, the value of a path corresponds to the minimum gain obtained by performing the whole combination of these moves.
We shall obtain the best combination of moves, with respect to this minimum gain, by seeking the longest path between s and p in this valued graph. Let S be a schedule. For each job J [i] in S, there are at most O(n) possible interchanges and insertions. There are O(n 2 ) vertices and O(n 3 ) edges. The graph is acyclic, and so the longest valued path between s and p can be computed in O(n 3 ) by dynamic programming. Note that the described method gives the best combination of compatible moves with respect to a minimum gain (i.e., performing the moves could lead to a better gain than the computed one), unlike [12] , whose method yields the best combination of independent moves with a computation of the real gain.
Once this longest path is computed, each move belonging to the path is performed. The process is iterated until no further improvement on the total cost function can be achieved. This intensification may lead to a solution whose cost belongs to the Tabu list. In such a case, we use the diversification procedure described in the next section.
Diversification
To diversify the solution, we define a new cost function f as a linear combination of total weighted tardiness and total earliness costs, i.e., f (S) = ν 1 w i T i + ν 2 w i E i , where
} is the earliness of job J i in schedule S. Note that other linear combinations such as f (S) = ν 1 w i T i + ν 2 T max , where T max = max {T i }, may be considered. We prefer w i E i to T max , because many different solutions may all have the same value T max .
Parameters ν 1 and ν 2 are randomly generated according to the size of the problem. At the beginning of this procedure, a job J i is chosen randomly. We consider all the neighbors obtained by interchanging J i with another job of the current schedule S. Among the nontabu sequences (with respect to the main cost function, i.e., the total weighted tardiness), we choose the interchange with a job J k which leads to a sequence minimizing the cost function f . At the next iteration, the job J k takes the role of job J i . We iterate a number of times randomly (according to the size of the instance). In practice, this method allows us to explore a new area of the set of feasible solutions, without loosing too much of the structure of the initial solution.
Global Method
We now show how the above techniques are used in our Tabu search (Algorithm 4). An Select the best non-tabu neighbor S of solution S.
5:
if WT (S ) > WT (S) and we are in a local optimum then
6:
S ← solution built by the Intensification. if WT (S ) ∈ T abuList then 8:
S ← solution built by the Diversification. S ← S .
12:
Add WT (S) in T abuList.
13:
if the best solution has not been improved since NbItWithoutImp then
14:
S ← solution built randomly.
15:
end if 16: end while initial solution is built (using, for example, one of the greedy algorithms described in Section 3). We fix a maximum number of iterations nbItMax and a maximum computing time timeMax. The Tabu stops if the total weighted tardiness is equal to 0 (i.e., the obtained solution is optimal). At each iteration, a solution S is visited in accordance with the methods described in Sections 4.2,4.3 and 4.4.
In line 4, a sequence S is first computed with the neighborhood described in Section 4.2. Solution S may have a cost greater than the cost of S. If the cost function was previously decreasing, we are in a local optimum (according to the neighborhood used), and we use the intensification described in the Section 4.3 (see line 6). Conversely, if the cost function was previously increasing, the move is accepted.
Where intensification leads to a solution whose cost belongs to the Tabu list we use the diversification described in Section 4.4 (line 8).
During the search, the best obtained solution is stored. Throughout the search, if the best solution has not been improved during a fixed number NbItWithoutImp of iterations, a new solution is randomly built, as in the initialization (line 14).
Experimental Results
In this section we provide experimental results demonstrating the effectiveness of all the algorithms described in this paper. All experimental results were obtained using a Pentium IV 2.6 GHz running Windows XP.
In order to be able to compare our results to previous relevant experimental studies, instances were generated in line with the most standard schemes in the literature. For 1|r i | T i and 1|r i | w i T i , we use the schemes by Chu [9] and Akturk and Ozdemir [1] . Each instance is generated randomly from uniform distributions of r i , p i and d i . p i are uniformly distributed on [1, 10] . The r i and d i depend on 2 parameters: π 1 and π 2 . r i are uniformly distributed on [0,
In the weighted case, w i are uniformly distributed on [1, 10] . Four values for π 1 and three values for π 2 are combined to produce 12 instances sets, each containing 20 instances of n jobs, n ∈ {10, . . . , 200}. We then obtain 240 instances for each size n.
For 1|r i | C i and 1|r i | w i C i , the instances are generated using the same scheme as the test problems of Hariri and Potts [17] , and Belouadah, Posner and Potts [5] . For each job, we generate a processing time from the uniform distribution in [1, 100] and a weight from the uniform distribution in [1, 10] . For a problem size n ∈ {10, . . . , 200}, an integer release date for each job was generated from the uniform distribution 
Results for Greedy Algorithms
We tested the efficiency of the "improving" algorithms (MakeLOWSActive and MakeBetter, Section 3.2). Tests were run with greedy algorithms (EST, HP, IT, GL, RBS and LA, Section 3.1), both with and without an improving procedure. It is difficult to analyze the results. Not all heuristics require the same amount of time: the complexity of building a solution depends on the heuristic in question, on the priority rule and on the improving algorithm used in the heuristic. Therefore, a heuristic which gives the best results often requires significantly more computing time (see for instance Table 7) .
We first describe the results obtained by the greedy algorithms. In the first table we present the results obtained with algorithms EST, HP, IT and GL. In the second one we present the results obtained by the algorithm LA. A third table is also provided for the total completion time criterion, presenting the results obtained with the RBS algorithm, which is specific to this criterion. In this section we present results only for those instance sizes for which all the optima are known ( [18] ). Results for larger instance sizes are provided in Section 5.3.
For each heuristic, and for different priority rules according to the studied criterion, we show the average relative gap with respect to the optimum ("gap"), and the relative number of times the optimum is found ("%") over the generated instances for a given instance size n. Since the total costs of schedules are often very large for the total weighted 10  75  75  85  78  78  86  78  78  86  82  82  89  20  57  57  66  51  53  67  53  55  67  53  53  63  %  30  41  41  51  42  45  61  48  50  63  40  40  51  40  39  39  51  39  44  59  44  48  58  33  33  46  50  30  30  43  36  38  55  43  45  57  28  28 completion time and the total completion time criteria, the relative gaps have been multiplied by 1000 for these two criteria. In each case the column "no" gives the results obtained with the heuristics alone. "ML" gives the results obtained with heuristics used together with the MakeLOWSActive algorithm. Finally, "MB" gives the results obtained with heuristics used together with the MakeBetter algorithm.
In Table 2 we compare the heuristics EST, HP, IT and GL for each criterion with different priority rules: CPRTWT, ATC, X-RM and COVERT for the total weighted tardiness, CPRTWT and SWPT for the total weighted completion time, PRTT for the total tardiness and PRTF for the total completion time. We can see the effectiveness of the MakeLOWSActive and MakeBetter algorithms in improving the quality of solutions. We can also see that the new priority rule CPRTWT is very efficient compared to the other priority rules for the 1|r i | w i T i and 1|r i | w i C i problems. Indeed, most of the time it gives the best results among heuristics algorithms used with or without improving algorithms.
For 1|r i | w i T i , the best results are obtained with heuristic IT using algorithm MakeBetter and the priority rule CPRTWT. For 1|r i | w i C i , the best results are obtained with heuristic HP using algorithm MakeBetter and the priority rule CPRTWT. For 1|r i | T i , note that algorithms EST and GL do not need algorithm MakeLOWSActive, since these heuristics, used with priority rule PRTT, build schedules which are already LOWS-Active. For 1|r i | C i , note that heuristic IT gives exactly the same results as heuristic HP. This is because the priority rule PRTF strongly depends on the release dates of the jobs. Consequently it is never possible to insert a job before a job which is chosen according to the priority rule PRTF (see heuristic IT in Section 3.1). Note that heuristics EST, HP and GL build schedules which are always LOWS-Active. Therefore it is not useful to use algorithm MakeLOWSActive to improve the solutions for this criterion. On the other hand, the algorithm MakeBetter is able to improve the solutions for all algorithms. The best results are obtained with heuristic GL using algorithm MakeBetter. Note that heuristic HP (or IT) frequently yields the optimum. It would, however, appear that these heuristics generally give solutions of less good quality.
Recall that for algorithms LA and RBS the improving algorithms can be used in two ways. They can be used at each iteration when scheduling a job. Alternatively, they can be used inside the heuristic algorithm(s), which allows evaluations to be computed for each possible job which can be scheduled at each iteration of the algorithm (EST, HP, IT or GL for algorithm LA, and only HP and GL for algorithm RBS). As for the other heuristics, we report results when LA and RBS are used with no improving algorithm ("no"), with MakeLOWSActive ("ML"), and with MakeBetter ("MB"), at the end of each iteration of LA or RBS. Moreover, in all cases, we report results when an evaluation heuristic H is used with no improving algorithm ("no (H)"), with algorithm MakeLOWSActive ("ML (H)") and with algorithm MakeBetter ("MB (H)").
In Table 3 we provide results obtained with algorithm LA. We only report results for the combination which gives the best results for each of the criteria. For 1|r i | w i T i and 1|r i | w i C i , we use the heuristic HP and the priority rule CPRTWT. For 1|r i | T i , we use the heuristic IT and the priority rule PRTT. Finally, for 1|r i | C i , we use the heuristic GL and the priority rule PRTF. We can see that algorithm LA gives very good results. With n = 20, it yields the optimum 9 times out of 10 on average when used with the improving algorithm MakeBetter. In Table 4 , we provide results obtained with algorithm RBS. Heuristics HP and GL are used with PRTF inside RBS to compute evaluations for each possible job which can be scheduled at each iteration of the algorithm. We can see that algorithm RBS gives very good results particularly when used with the improving algorithm MakeBetter. Nevertheless, the obtained results are slightly less good than those obtained with LA. It should be remembered that this heuristic take less time to execute (see Table 7 ).
In [14] , only one preferred node is retained at each iteration of the RBS procedure in order to minimize the CPU time required by the procedure. Nevertheless, it is interesting to test if a larger beam size can lead to better solutions. Thus, additional tests for different size of beam have been done. This leads to the following remarks. Even with an infinite beam size, the procedures MakeLOWSActive and MakeBetter improve the results obtained by the RBS approach. Even with an infinite beam size, the RBS approach is dominated by the LA approach. Indeed, the crude filter procedure used in the RBS is fast but may result in discarding good solutions. As noticed by [14] branches leading to optimal solutions in the search tree could be pruned in the nodes evaluation process and the recovering step could not be able to repair these situations. Then, even for small size of instances (such as 10), all the optima are not found. Obviously, for large beam sizes, the algorithm is rather slow. In the original RBS approach, the node are not pruned if the evaluation of the node is greater than the current best found solution. Indeed, the recovering step on this node or on its derived nodes can lead to better solutions. Nevertheless, from size 60 on, the number of nodes to evaluate is too high and the procedure is much too slow. That is why, it is better in this situation to use the evaluations to prune the nodes. Consequently, the results become slightly less good. In this section we analyze the results obtained by our Tabu Search method. We show that techniques described in Section 4 allow us to obtain good results for all criteria. Recall that this method can be greatly enhanced by techniques from the literature specific to the Tabu Search. Here we wish to show that our techniques can be very useful for these kinds of problems. As in the previous section, we provide results only for instance sizes where all the optima are known ( [18] ). Results for larger instance sizes are given in Section 5.3.
Results
In Table 5 we show the effectiveness of our Tabu Search method and of all our techniques in improving the behavior of the method. This table shows experimental results for the method in relation to the total tardiness criterion. For each n = {10, 20, . . . , 50}, the method was executed 5 times for all the 240 instances. We arbitrarily set the maximum computing time to 30 seconds and the Tabu list size to 200. Moreover, the initial solution is computed randomly. We provide the results when the complete method is run ("CM"), when the dominance rules are not used inside the intensification ("CM-DR"), when the Tabu list is not used ("CM-TLIST"), and when the method is run without dominance rules and without Tabu list ("CM-DR-TLIST"). We provide statistics on the number of iterations ("nb. iter."), the number of intensifications ("nb. int."), the number of diversifications ("nb. div."), the number of restarts ("nb. rest.") and the time (in milliseconds) Table 6 : w i T i , w i C i , C i , Results obtained by the Tabu Search.
needed to converge to the best found solution. For all these statistics, the column "mean" is the average (over the averages for the 5 executions for each instance) over the 240 instances. Moreover, the column "max" is the maximum (over the maxima for the 5 executions for each instance) over the 240 instances. All optima are reached 5 times for each of these instances, in a very short time when the method is used completely ("CM"). Our method reaches the optimum for 100% of the instances for instance sizes lower than or equal to 50. That is why we have not reported the relative number of times the optimum is found, or the average relative gap in relation to the optimum. For n = 50 jobs, the average computing time needed and the average number of iterations to find the optimum are respectively 0.09 seconds and 99 iterations. We remark that if the method is used without dominance rules inside the intensification or without the Tabu list, it takes much more time to converge to the optimum. Moreover, in a certain number of cases, the optimum is not found (which has not been reported in the table).
In Table 6 we provide the same statistics for the other criteria (the total weighted tardiness, the total weighted completion time and the total completion time criteria) when the complete method is used. We arbitrarily set the maximum computing time to 30 seconds if n ≤ 50 and to 60 seconds if n ≥ 60. Moreover the Tabu list size was set to 200 in all cases. The initial solution is computed randomly. Since not all the optima are found, we also provide the average relative gap ("gap") and the relative number of times that the optimum is found ("%").
For the total weighted tardiness problem, all optima are again reached 5 times for each of these instances, in a very short time. For n = 35 jobs, the average computing time needed and the average number of iterations to find the optimum are respectively 0.03 seconds and 54 iterations. For the total weighted completion time and the total completion time criteria, note that all optima are found. The results may easily be compared with the other best methods (i.e., algorithm LA for all criteria, or algorithm RBS for the total completion time criteria). The Tabu Search allows us to find better results in small amount of time. For example, in the case of the total completion time criterion, the Tabu Search method reaches an optimum in 90% of the instances, in an average time of 5 seconds, while the algorithm LA reaches an optimum in 68% of the instances, in 2 seconds in average. Nevertheless, note that the relative gap is larger with the Tabu Search method for n ≥ 90. The Tabu Search gives the optimum more often, but when the optimum is not reached, the solution is very far from the optimum. This is because the initial solution is computed randomly for the Tabu Search method, and the method does not have sufficient time to find the area where the best solution is located. We can easily obtain better results, either by allocating more than 60 seconds to the Tabu Search method, or by computing the initial solution with a greedy algorithm described in Section 3.1 (see next section).
size was set to 200 in all cases. The computing time shown for the Tabu Search is the time required to converge to the best found solution.
The best algorithm to use is highly dependent on the time available for seeking a solution. The results show that the use of heuristics such as HP(MB), IT(MB) or GL(MB) is satisfactory if a good solution needs to be obtained quickly. Moreover, the algorithm MakeBetter can drastically improve solutions at an insignificant cost. Indeed, even for n = 200 jobs, the computing time needed to obtain a solution is lower than 0.5 seconds. The algorithm LA used with no improving algorithm would appear to be less interesting, since it gives equivalent or less good solutions in comparison to the other greedy heuristics (HP(MB), IT(MB) or GL(MB)), and with significantly more computing effort. If more computing time is available, the Tabu Search method appears to be the most interesting algorithm. For the total weighted tardiness criterion, the Tabu Search method yields better solutions in significantly less computing time effort. The Tabu Search method requires about 3 minutes on average to obtain the best solution, whereas the solution built by LA(MB) needs on average more than 10 minutes. For the total tardiness and the total weighted completion time criteria, the Tabu Search method yields slightly better solutions than LA(MB), with an equivalent computing effort. Finally, for the total completion time criterion, the Tabu Search method yields slightly less good solutions than LA(MB) with equivalent computing effort.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described new original dominance rules for 1|r i | w i T i and its special cases. We have presented several powerful algorithms based on these dominance rules, which improve well-known heuristic algorithms from the literature. Whereas our Tabu Search method can be significantly enhanced by techniques from the literature specific to the Tabu Search, we have also shown that several techniques based on our dominance rules can greatly improve meta-heuristics such as Tabu Search. Experimental results show the effectiveness of all our algorithms. The approaches we propose improve and outperform the best-known heuristics (algorithms EST, HP, IT, GL and LA used with no improving algorithm) from the literature for 1|r i | w i T i and its special cases.
